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root words, examples, exercises. The information.A week after releasing the deeply inflammatory “Mother of All Bombs,” the Pentagon
said Tuesday it would now deploy only smaller conventional bombs in Afghanistan and elsewhere, rather than the massive weapon known

as “the mother of all bombs.” The announcement Tuesday was in response to questions by American military officials about whether
Congress would allow the Pentagon to use it. The Obama administration has not disclosed the number of times that it has deployed “the
mother of all bombs,” also known as the MOAB, since its first strike in Afghanistan in March 2017. The new policy does not signify the
end of the MOAB — which was tested against a small Islamic State tunnel in Afghanistan in April — but does signal a policy shift away
from using the high-tech weapon in particular situations. “We have determined that this is not the right weapon against the right target at
this time,” Army Col. John Thomas, the director of the Joint Improvised Explosive Device Defeat Organization, said at a Pentagon news
briefing. “This type of munition will continue to be a lethal option for the U.S. government against ISIS.” President Trump has previously
said he wanted to “tone down” the MOAB. But Thomas said that the Army and Air Force have decided “to forgo the use of [the MOAB]
against ISIS and continue to use it for future operations.” In a written statement, Defense Secretary Jim Mattis said that the new decision
was “logical and consistent with our existing counter-I.E.D. doctrine” and that he and Trump agreed that the bomb was appropriate in the
“situation in Afghanistan.” “It was used with approval of my highest level, and as this policy change was announced today, it was done in
consultation with the troops on the ground,” he said. As it does for every weapon the Pentagon deploys, the Pentagon also has to notify
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